
Key Technologies

OZMOTM mopping technology
Smart Move navigation
Enhanced suction power
Optional magnetic boundary stripes 

Can effectively deal with dirt and stains at the same time

Vacuums and mops your 
home in one go
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Fed up with ongoing cleaning? DEEBOT U2 is here to make life easier. The robot comes with 
ECOVACS’ unique OZMO™ mopping technology that is now for the first time available in all 
ECOVACS‘ models - from entry to premium - for an all-round wet-cleaning session of your home. 
Smart Move navigation makes cleaning faster and more efficient*, and with different cleaning 
modes, you can customise the cleaning programmes to your specific needs. The app control 
and smart-home compatibility guarantee effortless cleaning even when you are not at home.
* Compared to the D500 series

Additional Accessories

Standard Features

Automatic charging Continuous cleaning OTA technology App control

High efficiency filter Obstacle detection Stair safety 
technology

Smart home 
compatible

Specification

Name DEEBOT U2

Noise Level ca. 66 dB

Charging Time ca. 4,5 hr.

Battery Li-ion, 2600 mAh

Max Working Time ca. 110 Min.

Dust Bin Size 400 ml

Watertank Size 300 ml

Doorsill Crossing ca. 1.8 cm

Weight 2,75 kg

Dimension of the robot 337 x 339 x 79 mm

Product Packaging Weight 5,1 kg

Product Packaging Dimension 404 x 136 x 445 mm

Packing weight (1 in 1) 5,5 kg

Packing dimension (1 in 1) 419 x 148 x 462 mm

EAN EU 6943757600069

Maximised cleaning performance
Max+ suction level increases the suction power 
by approximately 2.5 times compared to the 
standard mode for the most demanding tasks. 
Additionally, you can choose from different 
cleaning modes (auto, edge and spot) for a 
customised clean.

Block areas where you don’t 
want your robot to go 
Maintain your privacy and satisfy your cleaning 
needs by setting up a magnetic boundary 
stripe. Simply place the stripe where you want 
to restrict the robot from entering. 
* Optional accessory, does not come with the robot.

Systematic cleaning path for 
better efficiency
DEEBOT U2 can follow an advanced, back-
and-forth cleaning pattern for a more thorough, 
faster and systematic clean. Since the robot 
memorises cleaning paths, it can be paused in 
the middle of a task and will resume to follow 
the path when restarted.

Vacuum and mop in one go 
Featuring a vacuum and mop combo, DEEBOT 
U2 can effectively deal with dirt and stains at 
the same time. Simply attach or detach the 
cleaning cloth plate to switch between vacuum 
and mopping functions. An electronically 
controlled water pump consistently draws 
water from the reservoir.

KEY TECHNOLOGIES & PRODUCT BENEFITS

1 Robotic vacuum cleaner DEEBOT U2 
1 Charging dock
4 Side brushes
1 Mopping plate
1 Washable cleaning cloth‘

What‘s in the box

5 Disposable cleaning cloths
2 High efficiency filter
1 User manual
1 Cleaning tool

Washable 
cleaning cloths

Disposable 
cleaning cloths

Magnetic 
boundary stripe

Pet kit  
(tangle free brush, 800 mL dust bin, filter)

Accessory kit

Add: Only works with 2.4 GHz Wi-Fi and does not support the 5 GHz-frequency band

OZMOTM mopping Smart Move navigation Enhanced suction power Optional magnetic boundary


